93 cadillac seville

The Seville was manufactured by Cadillac between and as a smaller-sized, premium model. It
was replaced by the STS in Hundreds of suggestions were considered: [2] after painstaking
research, LaSalle was the top pick with St. Moritz a distant second, trailed further by Seville. A
troubled past and difficult pronunciation, respectively, of these contenders ultimately cleared
the way for Seville's selection. Seville is the name of a Spanish province and its capital,
renowned for its history and treasures of art and architecture. The moniker first entered use as
the designation for a two-door hardtop version of the Eldorado. Over time, European luxury cars
had become quite luxurious and even more expensive than the much larger Cadillacs. As
market share of these imports continued to climb, it became obvious that the traditional
American automotive paradigm of "bigger equals better" had begun to falter. The Seville
became the smallest and most expensive model in the lineup, turning Cadillac's traditional
marketing and pricing strategy upside down. Full size design prototypes were created as early
as winter of â€”73 wearing the tentative name LaSalle , reviving the Cadillac junior brand from
to Styling took strong cues from the Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow [ citation needed ]. Unibody
construction included a bolt-on subframe with a rear suspension based on the rear-wheel drive
â€”74 X-body platform that underpinned the Chevrolet Nova. It also featured a rear differential
with thicker front subframe bushings similar to the second generation F platform used in the
Camaro, Firebird, and the â€”79 X-body platform. Also shared with the X-body platform was part
of the roof stamping and trunk floor pan for and newer vehicles. Cadillac stylists added a crisp,
angular body that set the tone for GM styling for the next decade, along with a wide-track stance
giving car a substantial, premium appearance. A wide chrome grille flanked by quadruple
rectangular headlamps with narrow parking and signal lamps just below the header panel, while
small wrap-around rectangular tail lamps placed at the outermost corners of the rear gave the
appearance of a lower, leaner, and wider car. The taillight design was similar to that used on a
rejected Coupe DeVille concept. Seville engineers chose the X-body platform instead of the
German Opel Diplomat in response to GM's budget restrictionsâ€”executives felt re-engineering
an Opel would be more costly. Another proposal during development was a front-wheel drive
layout similar to the Cadillac Eldorado. The Seville was thus more nimble and easier to park, as
well as remaining attractive to customers with the full complement of Cadillac features. To
ensure the quality of the initial production run, the first 2, units produced were identical in color
Georgian silver and options. This enabled workers to "ramp up" to building different
configurations. Total Seville production was 43, vehicles. Early Sevilles produced between April
a total of 16, to the close of the model year were the first Cadillacs to use the smaller GM wheel
bolt pattern 5 lugs with a 4. The first Sevilles shared a minority of components with the X-Body.
It also received rear disc brakes, a design which would surface a year later as an option on the
F-body Pontiac Trans Am. Due to customer demand, a painted steel roof was offered in , which
required a new full roof stamping. The following year, production increased to 56, cars and
ended up being the peak production year for the first generation. This system gave the Seville
smooth drivability and performance that was usually lacking in domestic cars of this early
emissions control era. It replaced the two standard analogue gauges with an electronic digital
readout for the speedometer and remaining fuel. It also replaced the quartz digital clock with an
LED. The trip computer performed various calculations at the touch of a button on a small panel
located to the right of the steering wheel. These measurements included miles to empty, miles
per gallon, and a destination arrival time which needed to be programmed by the driver, to
estimate arrival time based on miles remaining. Though preceded by the British Aston Martin
Lagonda sedan, the Seville was the first American automobile to offer full electronic
instrumentation. The trip computer proved an unpopular option and was rarely ordered,
probably due to its expense. A digital instrument cluster was not available on the Seville and
Eldorado again until Although this feature itself was no longer available, the new electronic fuel
data system introduced in , as well as the new electronic heating and air conditioning controls,
replaced some of the trip computer functions. A number of custom coach builders made
modifications to the â€” Seville, including shortened 2-seat 2-door convertibles, a 2-door
convertible with a back seat, a 2-door pickup truck, 2-door coupes, 2- and 4-door
lengthened-hood Sevilles with a fake spare tire in each front fender, and a
lengthened-wheelbase standard 4-door Seville. A total of 2, Cadillacs were made in Iran during
this period. Although the Allante had an Italian-sourced body and interior, its final assembly
was done in the US. From , through the third generation in , the Seville was available with the
Elegante package. Real wire wheels were standard as were a host of other features which were
optional or unavailable on the base Seville. In , a second color combination was added, a
two-tone copper shade with a matching leather interior. For the second generation Elegante in ,
a monotone paint combination became available; however, dual-shade combinations, later
available in various colors, remained more popular. Overall, the first-generation Seville was

quite successful but it was not the paradigm-changing boost as GM had hoped. Some buyers
were alienated by a smaller Cadillac having a higher price tag than the larger standard models
which rose markedly each year during the inflation-plagued late s. The Seville also failed to
attract the younger import-buying audience, especially since luxury makes tended to sell based
on brand loyalty rather than price or features. One rather embarrassing study of Seville buyers
discovered that the car was more popular with senior citizens who wanted a traditional Cadillac
in a smaller, more maneuverable package. While the first-generation Seville had proved quite
successful, it failed in its primary mission of winning over younger import buyers. Marketing
research indicated that the car was most popular with older women who wanted a Cadillac in a
smaller, more maneuverable size. Length and wheelbase were similar, with the car losing 0. The
new model featured independent rear suspension and was the first American car to have a
standard diesel engine , carried over from the previous generation. The Seville's "statement"
styling was one of the last vehicles designed by Bill Mitchell , appointed by Harley Earl in as the
Cadillac's first chief designer. Sales were strong at first, but disastrous flirtation with diesel
engines and the ill-fated V variable displacement gasoline engine, coupled with poor quality
control eroded Seville's standing in the marketplace. The Seville introduced features that would
become traditional in later years. In , memory seats appearedâ€”a feature not seen on a Cadillac
since the Eldorado Broughams of the late s. This option allowed two stored positions to be
recalled at the touch of a button. Also new for was a digital instrument cluster. The "Cadillac
Trip Computer" was a precursor to this option in Available until , it was considerably less
expensive than the trip computer and featured just a digital speedometer and fuel gauge.
Engine options changed for the V8 was now equipped with the V variable displacement
technology. However, the engine management systems of the time proved too slow to run the
system reliably. Puncture-sealing tires were also new. In , Seville offered heated outside
rear-view mirrors with an optional rear defogger. Inside, a "Symphony Sound" stereo cassette
tape system was available. The previously standard diesel engine became an option with the
introduction of a new 4. This engine had a number of reliability issues, such as weak, porous
aluminum block castings and failure-prone intake manifold gaskets. Initially looking like a
standard Delco radio, from onward it featured a brushed gold-look front panel and bulbous
lower interior door speaker assemblies. This was also the last year for an available 8-track
stereo system. From through , it was available with a fake cabriolet roof option which gave the
appearance of a four-door convertible. In , an all-new, smaller body style attempted to combine
the crisp angularity of the original Seville with the rounded edges of the new aerodynamic
aesthetic. This series featured a transverse-mounted V8 driving the front wheels. The smaller
exterior size and cautious styling were regarded by some traditional Cadillac customers as
being too similar to cars produced by other GM divisions. The new model featured a worldwide
production car firstâ€”a computerized engine management system. With sales way below
expectations, an exterior refresh was rushed for the model year. This was the final generation to
have annual facelifts of the grilles. It featured special inch alloy wheels, upgraded springs, a
rear sway bar, a Seville Touring Sedan production totaled 1, units in These initial run models
were available to VIP's within General Motors, the Cadillac Division, some major shareholders
and a short list of dignitaries. A special label was affixed to the lower corner of the driver-side
front door identifying it as one of the original STSs. Features from the model were carried over
with the addition of a retuned suspension package for more precise steering and firmer feel of
the road. Additional features included hand-stitched beechwood ultrasoft leather seats,
anti-lock braking, touring suspension, a 3. The additional STS features were: grille with
flush-mounted wreath-and-crest, modified driver's front fender with the cornering light moved to
the front fascia and headlight monitors removed, matching body-color front lower airdam and
bodyside moldings, matte black export license pocket with bright bead, matte black front
bumper impact pads and rear bumper guard vertical inserts, matching body color outside
rearview mirrors with a black patch, modified from Eldorado rear reflexes moved to the bumper ,
modified export taillamps with three-color European-style lenses, an STS nameplate on the deck
lid, and an STS-exclusive cloisonne deck lid lock cover. Other standard STS features included
automatic door locks, illuminated driver and passenger side visor vanity mirrors, illuminated
entry system, rear window defogger, a theft-deterrent system, and trunk mat. The first models
were leftovers from the Cars and Concepts run of the production year with the special sticker
located on the lower part on the inside of the driver's door. These were produced prior to
December for the production year and are rare. The last 6 digits of these VIN numbers would be
below As with the model, a special 3. In , the Seville got a new fuel injection system which
brought the horsepower up to Front park lamps were no longer mounted in the fender on any
Cadillac but the STS was further modified. New side and rear body color fascias gave the car a
sportier, more aggressive look. A driver's side airbag was also added to Seville and STS. While

the engine was the same as used in regular Seville models, the transmission had a special final
drive ratio of 3. There were no body changes in but there was a new 4. The new V8 no longer
used the A. The only change to the STS was the removal of the rear bucket seats for a full-width
bench and new front seats with larger side bolsters taken from the prior year's Eldorado
Touring Coupe. For , Cadillac delivered a new, European-flavored Seville with positive reviews
as well as customers. It also made Car and Driver magazine's Ten Best list that year. The
addition of the Northstar System , including the Northstar quad-cam valve aluminum V8 and a
new unequal-length control arm rear suspension to the STS helped the Seville increase sales.
The rear suspension previously featured a single transverse leaf spring like the Chevrolet
Corvette. The Seville was divided into two sub-models:. For the model year, the newly released
Cadillac Catera took over from the Seville as Cadillac's smallest car. All transverse engine
front-wheel drive Sevilles were built in Hamtramck, Michigan. The wheelbase was extended to
The car looked quite similar to the fourth-generation model, but featured numerous suspension
and drivability improvements. The fifth-generation Seville was the first Cadillac engineered to be
built in both left- and right-hand-drive form; becoming the first modern Cadillac to be officially
sold in a right-hand-drive market; the United Kingdom. Models sold in Japan were left-hand
drive there. In the past, right-hand-drive Cadillacs were built from CKD kits or special
conversion kits shipped for local conversion. In addition, this Seville had two lengths: one for
the US market and one for the export market, namely Europe. The export version had thinner
bumpers as to bring the overall length under five metres since some countries place higher
taxation for passenger cars longer than five metres. Seville SLS production ended seven
months later on December 4, In , only the Seville SLS model was available for purchase. From
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Cadillac Seville 3. Powered by Northstar 4. Low Miles 96 k miles! This Cadillac is powered by a
4. This motor delivers effortless powers to the ground making for an elegant ride both in the city
and on the highway. This Cadillac exudes elegance throughout with plenty of chrome exterior
pieces including the bumpers, grille, and trim along the length of the vehicle. Paired with the
chrome is a gorgeous white paint that completes the elegant appearance. The vehicle rides on
inch chrome wheels wrapped in Michelin tires. Inside the vehicle is a clean parchment leather
interior with seating for five. As one would expect from Cadillac, the interior was filled to the
brim with the latest luxury features from Highlights include automatic climate control, air
conditioning, cruise control, power seats, heated seats, power mirrors, power windows, power
locks, power steering, power brakes, and a trip computer. Black, faux wood, and chrome trim
complement the parchment interior nicely. This is a wonderful example of a two-owner Seville
with low miles as well. These vehicles offer a great experience with a comfortable ride to match.
Now is your chance to take home this great vehicle. Please call or email with any questions or
for additional information. Number of Previous Owners: Owner count not provided. It comes
with a 8 Cylinder engine. With a stunning silver exterior and a gray interior, this vehicle is a top
pick. Call today to take this vehicle for a spin! Certified by our point safety inspection! We do

the service work up front, not after you have seen the vehicle! Buy this Cadillac SLS with full
confidence and ask for the service records that we have. Give us a call at or visit Trade Ins are
welcome. We finance for all credit types! Visit Salem Autosports online at It has a 8 Cylinder
engine. Rocking a ravishing white exterior and a neutral shale interior, this car is a great pick.
You won't believe the amazing sound quality from this vehicle's premium sound system and
premium speakers. View this beauty and our entire inventory today! Call for more details. CD
player! CALL ! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP
code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
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cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. Price Drop. No accidents. New Listing. Title issue. Showing 1 - 11 out of 11
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. The Cadillac Seville STS displays fine road manners and a
rock-solid feel, thanks to a stiffened chassis. Its road noise was reduced, and its improved
engine-mounting better isolated the V8 from the passenger compartment. Its acceleration is
brisk with the 4. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The public wondered how Cadillac could top
the changes it made to the Seville in In , Cadillac took the 4. The change resulted in the best
handling and performance the Seville had ever delivered to its consumers. Otherwise, both
trims come with 4 speed automatic transmission and deliver 16 mpg in the city, 25 mpg on the
highway. Standard features include air conditioning, power windows, power door locks, and
ABS brakes. The Seville has 4 doors and seats 5. In short, drivers say that the Seville has it all:
power, handling, and performance. Reviewers especially like the new Northstar engine in the
STS. However, they also warn that the transmission requires extra maintenance and that repairs
can get expensive. Despite these issues, the Cadillac Seville further confirmed the renaissance
that the franchise experienced in the early to mid '90's. TheHorror How did the change in engine
affect handling? Can a Cadillac seville alternator fit in a Cadillac seville. I need struts for my 93
Seville, can I use struts from a el dorado or a newer model Seville to replace? This car has a
new battery, starter, and alternator, but since it's been put on the car, the battery has started to
drain causing the car not crank unless it gets jumped off. What could be the cau Average user
score. Based on 7 reviews. The Best Of The Best! Its A Good One. Updated Jan 17, by
Anonymous. What's your take on the Cadillac Seville? Report TheHorror How did the change in
engine affect handling? Have you driven a Cadillac Seville? Rank This Car. Cars compared to
Cadillac Seville. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Cadillac
Seville Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used
Cars for Sale. Compare Cadillac Seville to Related Models. Select Year Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. We drove over for a test drive. Receptionist was
super helpful. Followed up on Monday to purchase the car. The dealer was fair and the entire
process was accomplished efficiently. I would definitely recommend purchasing a vehicle from
Gemini. He is fair and straightforward with his vehicles. The staff at Gemini was very
professional and made purchasing this car easy and a good experience. The dealer was quick
to respond. The listing accurately described the condition of the vehicle. And i was surprised to
see the vehicle in that good of condition. The car was clean and ready for a test drive I spoke
with Jordan and he was friendly and accommodating and willing to work with you on getting the
vehicle you want Overall good guy.. I would recommend this dealership I gave it. Overall the
dealer was very helpful, welcoming, and hospitable. I flew in from across the country to come
look at a car, and was pleased to see it was exactly as advertised. They have gained my
business, and would definitely recommend them in the future. I didn't get the truck I wanted but
they gave me a 5 year newer truck that has no rust and a near perfect body for the same price
thaks east coast auto. I wanna do my car buying with these people love the prices from other
places I have talked too very fair. I work 6 days a week and they were willing to come in on
Sunday the staff was very helpful and friendly I didn't feel pushed into buying a vehicle like
other places I did buy a vehicle from them and would highly recommend them. Ended up finding
the color and feature I was looking for elsewhere, but very good experience with the sales staff.
Would recommend them if in the market for a vehicle! I did not by the car after all, but the
service was first class. Chad Salerno has been very professional and knowledgeable. He is a
great asset to this team. Great dealership,great people! Chad was especialy helpful. Thank you
for an excellent dealership experience. I'm hoping to get my car through him given how
supportive he was.. Everyone got back to me very quickly, and all were helpful, without high
pressure. Great ex. Fantastic Service, Nick helped me above and beyond. Somewhere I will
definitely return to if I need a car. Great experience! Would highly recommend Emmet Thank
you My experience at this dealer was okay. The salesperson and management were responsive
and able to help get me a good rate. Good deals, but be ware of car conditions. Great customer

experience,very down to earth atmosphere! Mike was very helpful,would go there the next time
looking for a vehicle! Midstate Replied quickly and correctly to my questions. I am heading
there to see the vehicle today. Listing was complete and the pictures were very well done and
show the complete vehicle. Staff went beyond measures to make sure we were satisfied and to
accommodate everything we wanted and needed. Excellent experience! Jay
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stayed late and went above and beyond. We will be back for sure. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. Image Not Available. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Tiny. Hebron, CT Message Seller.
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